
1. Three judge format.(use electric scoring system by Poomsae pro) 
2. Official uniform required 

a. Not allowed shoes, hat and jewelry.(except for religious coverings or soft ties to contain the hair)  
b. White uniform or WTF official Poomsae uniform 

3. Classification of competition 
a. Men’s Individual  b. Women’s Individual  c. Pair (one male and one female) 

4. Division by gender and age 
All division must to be black belt 
a. Man and Women’s individual: 12-14, 15-17, 18-32, 33 +  
b. Pair: 12-14, 15-17, 18-32, 33+ 
c. Division will be selected for you( Online register will provide your age division by your date of birth) 

5. Cut off tournament format 
The cut-off tournament is a competition format that has a maximum of two rounds, a first round  
and final round. If the division has 9 or more competitors the competition shall start from the first 
round. 

a. When 8 or fewer contestants are participating, the competition shall start from the final round 
6. Duration of Contest: Individual, Pair and Team competitions from 30 to 90 seconds. 
7. Individual, pair and team competitors enter the Competition Area alone. 
8. When two Poomsae are performed. At the end of the first Poomsae the competition coordinator 

announces “Bah-roh” then “Shi-ah” then “Tuae-jahng,” at which point the contestant may return to 
the contestant waiting area to consult with the coach during the waiting time between the 1st and 
2nd Poomsae. At the end of the waiting time the contestant returns to the designated spot in the 
Competition Area or the Competition Coordinator will command “Chooljeon” and motion with his/
her hand directing the contestant(s) into the Competition Area to the designated spot. 

Beginning of the performance of the 2nd Poomsae. The performance begins when the Competition 
Coordinator announces “Cha-ryeot,” “Joon-bi” and “Shi-jak” (start). There is no bow before the 2nd 
Poomsae. 

9. Scoring Criteria(10 point) 
a. Accuracy (4 points)  

- Accuracy of basic movements, Balance & Accuracy of details of each Poomsae 
b. Presentation (6 points) 

- Speed and power(2 points), Strength/speed/rhythm (2 points) & Expression of energy (2 points) 
10. Deduction of points  

a.  0.3 points shall be deducted from the final score in case the performance is finished earlier or later 
than the set contest time. 

11. Decision of winner 
1. The winner shall be the contestant who is awarded the highest total points.  
2.  In case of a tied score, the winner shall be the contestant with the highest presentation score. In 

case the scores are still tied, then the contestant with the higher total points (including all judge’s 
scores, the highest and lowest not dropped) shall be the winner. In case the scores are still tied 
after the highest and lowest scores are added back, a rematch shall be conducted to determine 
the winner. The Referee will designate the Poomsae to be performed.  

3. The rematch will consist of performing one compulsory Poomsae designated by the Referee. The 
previous scores will not affect the scores of the rematch.  

4. In case of a tied score after the rematch, the winner shall be the contestant who is awarded more 
points in total, including the highest and lowest scores that were dropped. In case of a tie, the 
rematch will be repeated until there is a winner 

12. ATU Sports poomsae selected for national 2016 
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